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One psychiatric hospital?
DEAR SIR

Dr Dey (August 1980) draws attention to the treatment of
the mentally handicapped person who is also mentally ill.
This, however, is only part of a wider concern for the
psychiatric treatment and management of the mentally
handicapped and their families, which is particularly com
plicated by the problem of their residual accommodation
when, or in many cases if, they are satisfactorily treated.

Dr Dey's proposal of psychiatric comprehensives for all

the mentally disorded runs counter to the post-war trend
for the development of more selective units, especially in
general hospitals and academic departments, whose policy
has, ipso facto, been dicated by a fear of 'silting up'. In the

face of this the larger traditional hospitals have understand
ably also become more sensitive about being involved with
the mentally handicappedâ€”a situation not helped by the
publicity surrounding some seemingly rehearsed Inquiriesâ€”
and the psychiatric care of the handicapped is consequently
in danger of becoming a lost cause. This is reflected, for
example, in the paucity of papers on mental handicap pub
lished in the Journal in the past 3-4 years: it is perhaps not
without significance that this coincides with the lifetime of
the National Development Group.

But why does Dr Dey allege that 'nurses (of the mentally

handicapped) are not trained to deal with mentally ill
patients'? If this is so, what in fact comprises a sizeable part

of their specialized training? It may be that, under threat
from the Jay Committee, they have defended themselves in
depth by becoming more involved in, for example, social
work or further educationâ€”a position that seems to be
reflected in their present training syllabus. Now, however,
that this threat has receded, could they not again become
more concerned with the realities to which Dr Dey has
drawn attention, so that hospitals for the mentally handi
capped could themselves respond to the psychiatric chal
lenge?

T. L. PILKINGTON
Claypenny Hospital
York, Y06 3PR

'Trahison des clercs'
DEARSIR,

I suspect that Professor Batchelor (Bulletin, September,
1980, p. 143) has overlooked a couple of points about the
use of the expression 'Bins' to refer to mental hospitals.

The first, and very much the lesser, is that this usage is
very often merely an example of 'professional slang', some

thing which the medical profession uses no less widely than

most other professions, and an almost universal feature of
which is a depreciatory atmosphere.

The rather more important point concerns the nature of
the power of pejorative and stigmatic expressions generally.
Attempts to deal with the problems of expressions which
have become unpleasant by connotation (from a plethora of
examples one might select 'fits', 'cancer', or even 'rat catcher'
and 'dustman') by avoiding their use, have shown them

selves to be vain: the unpleasant connotations merely attach
themselves to whatever expression is chosen to replace them.
On the other hand, attempts to deal with such problem
expressions by deliberate and unemotional over-use, with the
object of devaluing their power, can be seen to have
considerable if gradual success. (As a more general example
of this, the increasingly widespread use of four-letter words
in broadcasting, the Press and literature has very con
siderably reduced their impact in individual situations.)

It is worth remembering that neither the expression 'the
Bin' nor the stigma attached to institutions, started life in the

practices of psychiatrists.
PETEREAMES

S t Andrew's Hospital,
Northampton, NNÃŒ5DG.

Community psychiatric nursing
DEAR SIR,

I read with interest the discussion document on Commu
nity Psychiatric Nursing (Bulletin, August 1980), having
worked closely with CPNs in three different areas. Organiza
tion, caseload and experience vary widely, but one difficulty
seems to be common to all. Not all CPNs are lucky enough
to be able to relate to a single consultant team, but even for
those who do so there is often a feeling of isolation from the
rest of the team. This is especially marked in large catch
ment areas or where the base hospital is situated outside the
area. Although nursing officers can provide valuable
support, and there are usually good contacts with social
services, obtaining psychiatric advice can often prove a
tedious and lengthy task.

I believe that one solution is the service which I have
developed with one group of CPNs and have just initiated
with another. One session a week is devoted to a meeting
with the CPNs. This is put to whatever use they feel is most
appropriateâ€”discussing general topics or specific patients; if
necessary the patients attend for review. Home visits are
made if the patient does not wish to attend or if it is felt that
this would clarify the situation. I am also available for advice
during the week and make urgent home visits, although in
practice there is little which needs to be dealt with outside the
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